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Abstract
Background: Clinical research has frequently not been taught in a practical way, often resulting in a very didactic
approach rendering it not very accessible for medical undergraduates. Simulation can provide an immersive, interactive, and reflective experience and may be applied to the clinical research curriculum.
Methods: A 7-step model, modified from Kern’s six-step approach and Khamis’s stepwise model, was used to
develop the curriculum. A questionnaire survey on undergraduates’ attitude towards, knowledge and practice of
clinical research and simulation education was conducted to generate a targeted needs assessment. The simulation
framework was integrated into the development of educational strategies. Experts were consulted to assess the curriculum prior to implementation.
Results: Talent construction in China needs an innovative capability-enhanced clinical research curriculum. Sixty-six
clinical undergraduates in our school completed the survey. 89.39% (59/66) of them hadn’t participated in clinical
research, while 93.94% (62/66) would like to conduct clinical trials if possible. 75.76% of respondents didn’t have
knowledge of or practical abilities in clinical trials. The mean score for practical ability (2.02 ± 0.92) was lower than that
of knowledge (2.20 ± 0.93) (P < 0.01). The dimension of case report form got the lowest score among the five dimensions. Participating in clinical research (P = 0.04) and learning for themselves (P < 0.01) by a few students may have
increased the total score. The curriculum was designed to simulate the whole process from protocol writing, registration, ethical approval, implementation, and data analysis to reporting based on one case study, and was divided
into two parts to simulate different types of research: randomized controlled trials and observational studies. It was
conducted in semesters 5 and 7 respectively, both including 16 sessions. After expert consultation, one session having a 29.01% coefficient of variation was adjusted and replaced. The final simulation class design scenario scripts are
provided for reference.
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Conclusions: The targeted needs assessment exposed medical undergraduates’ poor knowledge of and abilities in
clinical research. This is the first report of a simulation-based clinical research curriculum developed in China, and adds
curriculum development and design details to the limited related published studies.
Keywords: Curriculum Development, Simulation, Clinical Research, Undergraduate Education, Survey, Physicianscientist

Introduction
The outbreak of the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID19) epidemic has highlighted the importance of clinical research and revealed the problems caused by
non-standard clinical research resulting in a waste of
limited resources [1]. The quantity and quality of talents may be an important factor affecting the quality of
clinical research. As early as 1979, James Wyngaarden
described the physician-scientist as an “endangered species” [2]. Since the 1990s, the National Institute of Health
(NIH) in the USA has furnished tremendous concerns for
the development of clinical research training [3]. Despite
these concerns and efforts, the attrition rate for physician-scientists has not been stopped or even significantly
slowed [4]. Currently, there are no physician-scientists
(physicians who have substantial protected time for
research) in China, and many physicians do not have the
skills to understand and carry out clinical research to an
international standard [5]. An important barrier has been
the absence of systematic training in clinical research in
medical education institutions [5].
In our teaching process, we found that although students have achieved good test scores in related theory
courses, they have shown poor ability in carrying out real
clinical research, confirming Peacock’s findings [6]. Some
possible reasons are: firstly, as the growth, complexity and
scale of clinical research has increased so has the demand
for a higher level of technical expertise to execute it.
However, related disciplines are isolated rather than integrated preventing the provision of comprehensive training; secondly, research design courses for undergraduates
are often regarded as esoteric [7, 8]. This suggests that a
reform of clinical research courses is necessary.
Simulation, as an emerging medical education strategy,
injects vitality into the medical education field [9–11]. It
can provide an efficient and safe learning environment
for clinical teaching and is widely used in teaching both
clinical technical and procedural skills and high risk and
invasive interventions [12]. However, reports on simulation in research design course are very limited [6, 13–15].
As Gaba said “Simulation is a technique—not a technology—to replace or amplify real experiences with
guided experiences that evoke or replicate substantial
aspects of the real world in a fully interactive manner”
[10]. We believe that simulation of clinical research, such

as randomized controlled trials, cohort studies and crosssectional studies, can also be applicable and beneficial.
In this study, we have explored introducing simulation
into the teaching of clinical research, aiming at bridging
the gap between knowledge and application and helping
students to enhance their capability and confidence to
conduct research in the future.

Methods
The simulated clinical research curriculum was developed based on our 7-step model which was a modification from the six-step approach in curriculum
development for medical education proposed by Kern
[16] and the stepwise model proposed by Khamis et al.
for simulation-based curriculums development for clinical skills [17]. Figure 1 shows the framework of the 7-step
model.
The seven steps include:
Step 1: Problem identification and general needs
assessment
Needs assessment at the international, national,
or regional level should be done as the first step, thus
we reviewed the national overall planning of medical
education, assessed the demand for clinical research
talents, and identified the development of clinical
research curricula at home and abroad.
Step 2: Targeted needs assessment
This step is usually done at the institutional level
and involves the collection of data on the institution’s
targeted learners and learning environment. Our
curriculum was designed for the eight-year program
medical students, who will obtain a doctor of medicine degree upon graduation [18]. We reviewed their
class schedule, and conducted an anonymous online
survey (Supplementary file 1) of clinical medicine
undergraduates in our school. The questionnaire link
was sent to the class groups and students filled it out
voluntarily. The questionnaire encompassing selfevaluation of clinical research knowledge and practical ability, included five dimensions and 22 questions,
and used a 5-point Likert scale (1 = Know absolutely
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Fig. 1 Framework of the 7-step model for simulation-based medical curriculum development and corresponding methods. CR: clinical research

nothing; 2 = Don’t know; 3 = Know something;
4 = Know a reasonable amount; 5 = Know everything). A pilot study was conducted before the formal
survey, in which 20 students from the same medical
school were invited to fill the questionnaire. This was
then re-administered two weeks later and the test–
retest reliability coefficient (intraclass correlation
coefficient, ICC) of included items ranged from 0.62
to 0.89, the mean ICC was 0.76 which indicated good
reliability. Following this the main questionnaire was
administered. Mean, standard deviation (SD) and
percentage of score lower than 3 for each question
and dimension (the dimension score was the average
score of questions in dimension) were calculated for
description, and the singed rank test was used to test
the difference between knowledge and practical ability. Wilcoxon signed rank test and Kruskal Wallis test
were used to test the difference between total scores
among respondents’ characteristics. Knowledge of
and participation in simulation-based education were
also investigated.

Step 4: Educational strategies
The educational strategies included the educational contents, educational methods and faculty
development.
We determined the teaching contents of the clinical research courses by referring to the good clinical practice (GCP) guideline released by the National
Medical Products Administration (NMPA) [19], the
existing training system for clinical research [20–22]
and knowledge and experience from a sufficient
number and variety of consultants. Meanwhile, we
integrated the theory and simulation teaching methods into the educational contents [23–26].
To facilitate faculty development, training classes
in medical simulation teaching were provided, and a
teaching support group was set to facilitate communication among teachers.

Step 3: Goals and objectives

Step 5: Pre-implementation assessment and adjustment

The goals were set according to the results of
general and targeted needs assessment, and the
objectives were set to fit in with the course organization, including measurable evaluation of knowledge
and skills at individual and team levels.

Because the development of simulation curricula is usually resource-intensive, there is a need to
ensure the validity of the teaching contents through
literature review and consensus input from multiple
stakeholders and experts [17]. A five-point Likert
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scale (1 = Strongly disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Neither
agree nor disagree; 4 = Agree; 5 = Strongly agree)
based on our developed syllabus was used for expert
consultation (Supplementary file 2). It also included
space to express disagreements and ideas for supplementation. Mean, SD and coefficients of variation
(CV) were calculated for each item. Adjustments
were made after discussion of expert opinions.
Step 6: Implementation
The implementation of the curriculum needs to
consider: assessment of institutional capacity and
faculty’s expertise, political and administrative support, resources, curriculum administration, identification and addressing of barriers to the curriculum
implementation.
Step 7: Post-implementation evaluation
Formative and summative evaluation will be
used for individual assessment and feedback. Questionnaires or interviews for participants will be conducted after curriculum implementation to evaluate
satisfaction with and effectiveness of the curriculum.

Results
Step 1: Problem identification and general needs
assessment

The review of national overall planning of medical education and demands for clinical research talents have
shown the need for innovative clinical research courses.
Standards for Basic Medical Education in China require
medical schools to teach medical research methods
throughout the curriculum [27]. The Guiding Opinions on Comprehensively Promoting Health and Health
Technology Innovation in 2016 emphasized the need
to improve the clinical medicine research system and
increase capacity building, and proposed improving clinical medical research across-the-board [28].
The “Guiding Opinions on Accelerating the Innovation and Development of Medical Education” issued by
the General Office of the State Council in 2020 stated
that “by 2030, a higher-level medical talent training system with Chinese characteristics will be established, and
medical scientific research and innovation capabilities
will be significantly improved to serve health care” [29].
About 60 universities and research institutes in the
United States are establishing or have established degreebased clinical research training programs (such as the
Duke University Clinical Research Master’s Program).
The Clinical Research Center of NIH provides an extensive clinical research training [20]. The European Union
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has also formulated a unified training strategy for clinical researchers [21], and created a clinical investigator
course learning website [22].
The NMPA has also updated the GCP guideline for
clinical drug trials on April 26, 2020 [19]. The Department of Clinical Epidemiology and Clinical Trials was
established in Capital Medical University on May 21,
2020 [30]. Before this, no university in China had set up
majors in clinical research or clinical trials, and practitioners have obtained relevant knowledge mainly from
the training available in the organizations where they
work [31]. If we don’t develop systematic training for
clinical research in medical education, the shortage of
talents may continue to become a conspicuous problem and restrict the development of clinical research in
China.
Step 2: Targeted needs assessment

The review of research training for the eight-year program medical students in our school showed that students had learned medical ethics, medical statistics,
epidemiology, and SPSS statistical analysis before the
fifth semester (Supplementary file 3: Figure S1). But these
totally theoretical courses were presented as separate
stand-alone courses which renders integrated practical
courses very necessary.
Results of the questionnaire survey on medical students’ cognition of clinical trials and simulation teaching
were as follows:
Basic information and attitude
A total of 66 clinical medicine students filled out
our online questionnaire, and the results are presented in Table S1 (Supplementary file 3). 89.39%
(59/66) of them hadn’t participated in clinical
research before. 84.85% (56/66) of them hadn’t taken
any relevant systematic training in clinical trials.
46.97% (31/66) of them had learned relevant knowledge using their own initiative, and 93.94% (62/66) of
them would like to carry out clinical trials if possible.
Knowledge of and practical abilities in clinical trials
The results of self-evaluated scores of knowledge and practical abilities in clinical trials are
shown in Table S2, Figs. 2 and 3. The total mean
score for knowledge and practical abilities was
2.11 ± 0.91, and 75.76% of respondents got a mean
score lower than 3. The total mean score for practical ability (2.02 ± 0.92) was lower than that for
knowledge mastery (2.20 ± 0.93), P < 0.01 (Table
S2). The order of the five dimensions of the total
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Fig. 2 The mean scores of knowledge mastery and practical ability in clinical trials for five dimensions in the survey

Fig. 3 The mean scores of knowledge mastery and practical ability in clinical trials for each question
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mean integrated knowledge and practical abilities
score from highest to lowest were: subject recruitment and random grouping (2.30 ± 0.99), clinical
trial protocol (2.25 ± 1.08), ethics in clinical trials (2.08 ± 1.00), data management and statistical analysis (1.99 ± 0.91), case report form (CRF)
(1.98 ± 1.00) respectively (Table S2). For knowledge
mastery, the dimension of CRF got the lowest score
(2.03 ± 1.03); and for practical abilities, the dimension of data management and statistical analysis
got the lowest score (1.87 ± 0.93). It is worth noting that the total mean score for practice was lower
than that of knowledge in all five dimensions, and
the differences were statistically significant in
dimensions 2–5 (Fig. 2, Table S2).
More than 50% of the students had scores lower
than 3 in the area of practical abilities in all 22 questions in these 5 dimensions (Table S2). In areas of
both knowledge mastery and practical abilities, the
question “establishment and management of the
clinical trial database” scored the lowest among 22
questions (1.86 ± 0.87 and 1.74 ± 0.97, respectively)
(Fig. 3, Table S2).
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57.58% of the respondents haven’t heard of scenario simulation teaching and only 3.03% (2/66)
students responded that they had taken simulationbased courses, namely a comprehensive experiment
related to basic medicine and diagnostics. The issue
of low fidelity was raised by one of these two students. This indicated that more publicity and promotion of simulation courses are needed.
Steps 3 and 4: Definition of goals and allocation
of educational strategies

This curriculum aims to establish a systematical competency-based training system to provide students with a
theoretical and practical basis for participating in various
types of clinical research projects with their tutors in the
future. The objectives of each simulation class are shown
in Supplementary files 4 and 5.
The preliminary framework for the curriculum was
proposed as follows:

Influence of students’ characteristics on the total score
There were no significant differences in the total
scores for different gender, grade, education system,
participation in relevant systematic training and attitude towards clinical trials. But scores of those who
had participated in clinical research (P = 0.04) and
self-study (P < 0.01) were higher (Table S1).
Knowledge of and participation in simulation-based
education

The curriculum has been divided into Clinical
Research 1 (Design and implementation of clinical
trials) and Clinical Research 2 (Design and implementation of observational studies), both courses are
worth 2 credits, each containing a total of 16 classes
(including 4 theoretical classes, 1 precursor class and
11 simulation classes), 3 credit hours per class, and
arranged in the 5th and 7th semesters respectively.
These two curricula are both case-based. Clinical
Research 1 is based on a published clinical trial of
remdesivir in adults with severe COVID-19 [32].
Clinical Research 2 is based on a cross-sectional
study investigating hypertension in Wuhan, Hubei
Province, China, which has also been broadened to
include a cohort study. Taking Clinical Research 1
as an example, the simulation contents include pro-

Table 1 Curriculum arrangement and resource list
Simulation domain

Design and implementation of clinical research (clinical trials, observational studies)

Time arrangement

2 courses in 2 semesters for 2 types of clinical research

Course arrangement

4 theoretical classes + 12 simulation classes

Participants

Medical undergraduates

Participation unit

Group (6 ~ 8 person)

Faculty

One lead facilitator, one assistant per two groups, one course secretary

Faculty requirement

Specializing in the design and implementation of clinical research and trained in teaching simulation courses (Except the
secretary)

Equipment

A room with a good internet network, round tables, projection, preferably computer-equipped

Simulation technology Multimedia, verbal role playing
Teaching materials

Operation manuals for students, syllabus and scenario scripts for faculty; simulation cases, literature, templates, simulated data,
software, tools (such as medicine bottle, envelopes)

Platform

Online class group for students; teaching support group for teachers
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tocol writing, review and approval of clinical trials,
registration, implementation of randomization and
drug blinding, and statistical analysis. During these
processes, students will mainly engage in simulation
as an investigator, as well as a variety of simulation
role changes (including statisticians, sponsors, monitors, ethics committee), in order to get an overall
understanding of the entire flow of a RCT. Because
our goal is not only to familiarize students with the
work of a certain role as a “screw”, but also give them
an overview of the entire “assembly line”, thus promoting better cooperation and instilling confidence
to carry out their own clinical research.
Curriculum arrangement and resource list are summarized in Table 1. The capacity and faculty resources
of our center to develop the new curriculum have
been assessed by the Teaching Management Office of
the School of Medicine of our university. Each simulation class will include a short didactic teaching session covering the important concepts (estimated as
about 30 min) before the hands-on practice. Assignments are all group based, 6 to 8 students in each
group, 6 groups in total. Students will take on different roles or divide the work up between them. Operation manuals with objectives, materials, task-based
simulation content and required deliverables will be
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provided and given to students in advance. Simulation materials included literature, documents and
templates for learning; simulated cases, simulated
data, and simulation tools such as medicine bottle
with simulated drugs, envelopes. Oral reports, record
files or the records of the process made by faculty can
usually be used for the formative evaluation of each
simulation. The last part of the simulation is debriefing. The guided reflection questions are organized by
the gather-analyze-summarize method.
Step 5: Pre‑implementation assessment and adjustment

A total of 27 experts (expertise in clinical research methodology, clinical trials, evidence-based medicine, clinical specialties, scientific research management) were
consulted, and the 8 of the included experts hold senior
professional ranks, 13 hold deputy senior rank, 5 hold
intermediate rank, and 1 expert holds a different title
(provincial manager of a pharmaceutical research and
development company).
The quantitative and non-quantitative results of the
expert consultation are shown in Table S3 and Table S4
respectively (Supplementary file 3). There was no class
with a percentage of disagreement (got score 1 or 2)
more than 10%. The mean scores of all classes were more

Table 2 Curriculum Overview of Clinical Research 1 and Clinical Research 2
Class Type

Number

Theoretical Classes 1
2

Clinical research 1
(Randomized Controlled Trials)

Clinical research 2
(Cross-Sectional Studies)

Clinical Research Overview

Cross-Sectional Study

The Ethics of Clinical Research and the Management of Cohort Study and Case Control Study
Clinical Trial Data

3

Common Statistical Methods in Clinical Research

Screening and Diagnostic Tests

4

Clinical Research Design: A Flipped Classroom for
Randomized Controlled Trials

Real World Study

Precursor Class Introduction to the Teaching Plan for the Simulation of
Randomized Controlled Trials
Simulation Classes 1

Writing A Clinical Trial Protocol I

Introduction to the Teaching Plan for the Simulation of
Cross-Sectional Studies
Writing A Precursor Class Cross-Sectional Study Protocol
I

2

Writing A Clinical Trial Protocol II

Writing A Cross-Sectional Study Protocol II

3

Design of Case Report Form

Development of Implementation Manual

4

Review and Approval of Clinical Trials

Project Kick-Off Meeting (Project Training)

5

Registration of Clinical Trials

Field Investigation Workflow (Pilot Investigation, Field
Investigation)

6

Generation of Random Sequence

Data Management

7

Drug Blinding

Statistical Analysis of Cross-Sectional Study I

8

Subject Recruitment, Informed Consent, and Random
Allocation

Statistical Analysis of Cross-Sectional Study II

9

Source Data Collection and Filling of Case Report
Forms

Curriculum Expansion: From Cross-Sectional to Longitudinal Study

10

Management and Report of Adverse Events

Writing A Clinical Research Report

11

Unblinding and Statistical Analysis

Oral Defense
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than 4. Among the 16 classes of Clinical Research 1,
Auxiliary Examination got the lowest score 4.04 (1.17),
and was also the only class with a CV of more than 20%
(CV = 29.01%). 14.71% (4/27) of experts thought the
class was out of line with the clinical research design and
nonspecific. We accepted their suggestions and deleted
this class. 11.11% (3/27) of experts thought the design
and production of CRFs were important and should be
introduced first, and one expert added the collection of
source data should be emphasized in the class on Filling
of CRFs. Therefore, we added the class of Design of CRF
and supplemented Simulation Class 9 with Source Data
Collection and Filling of CRFs. For other details proposed
by experts, that were revised, supplemented, or remained
unchanged after discussion: see Table S4.
The final curriculum overview is shown in Table 2.
The simulation class design scenario scripts, including
detailed overview, preparation, simulation, evaluation
and debrief section of each simulation class, are shown in
Supplementary file 4 and 5.

Discussion
Consistent with our general needs assessment, most
undergraduates in our survey haven’t participated in clinical research or undertaken relevant systematic training
in clinical trials, but their motivation to learn and deliver
clinical research is strong. The mean self-evaluated scores
for knowledge and practical abilities of clinical trials were
low, and the practical ability score was lower than that for
knowledge. Poor self-evaluated knowledge about clinical
trials especially clinical trial execution among medical
students was also reported in 2016 in Egypt, for these are
not commonly integrated into medical school curricula
[33].
According to the results of self-assessment in our survey, undergraduates had the least knowledge of CRF,
and the worst practical abilities in data management and
statistical analysis, especially in database establishment
and management. This suggested that undergraduates
may have had no access to these aspects of clinical trials/
research in their previous training, or may have lacked
opportunities for practice. Therefore, we intentionally
covered the relevant contents in our new curriculum,
including two simulation classes related to the design and
filling in of CRF and four simulation classes related to
data management and statistical analysis. Only by making clear the students’ strengths and short comings can
we aim to target the teaching accurately. This also suggested that attention should be paid to these areas of content when designing relevant clinical research courses.
Our survey indicated that students do not naturally
acquire knowledge and skills related to clinical trials with
increasing seniority. Similarly, the Egyptian study found
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there was no statistically significant difference between
undergraduate and graduate students in knowledge of
clinical trials [33]. Participating in clinical research and
active learning would benefit the acquisition of knowledge and skills in clinical research in our survey. The
medical students who acted as volunteers to help perform clinical studies during the COVID‐19 pandemic
similarly expressed that whilst they had previously had
few insights into the practicalities of organizing and conducting clinical trials, the research experience has been
invaluable to their professional development and thought
opportunities for clinical research placements should be
incorporated into medical education [34]. The necessity
of effective integration of research skills into the medical curriculum from very early in undergraduate careers
was recognized [35–37], but there are multiple barriers
limiting opportunities for research activities within hospital wards and in the community [36, 37]. Thus, we have
creatively designed the simulation-based clinical research
course to restore the real clinical research scenes, meeting the needs of student participation; meanwhile the
integrated problem-based learning teaching methods
could stimulate students’ active learning.
The simulation-based medical education had been
referred to in the report of the early twentieth century
[38] and showed patient benefits [39]. Compared with
extensive literature on the use of simulation in clinical
skills teaching, there is limited literature reporting simulation in research.
Peacock and Thiel made early explorations of simulation in research teaching, and one was the famous
cookie experiment [6, 13],but at that time, the simulation theory was not well developed. The description
of high-fidelity simulation in clinical research training
was first reported in 2004 [40]. The study used a human
patient simulator as a simulated enrolled study patient
during the training for study coordinators and found
the simulation exercise could increase their confidence
in developing a clinical research protocol. Brindley
theoretically outlined potential benefits of the incorporation of simulation into clinical research, such as
decreasing protocol learning-curve, improving study
design and increasing participant safety [41].
For simulation teaching in specific research design,
an outbreak investigation simulation was developed to
teach nursing students principles of epidemiology in
2016 [42]. A Korean study reported the feasibility and
good effects of a course including a simulated clinical
crossover trial to teach clinical studies for undergraduates, during which students were randomly grouped
to distinguish between two different types of cola as
simulated subjects [14]. Another study in Australia
described the use of a simulation workshop to teach
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Table 3 Advantages and challenges of simulation in clinical research education
Advantages

Challenges

•More practice and engagement
•More interactivity
•Teamwork training
•Case-based coherence
•Stronger sense of substitution, strengthens professionalism
•Student-centered active learning
•Comprehensive ability exercise
•Allow students to make mistakes

•Significant effort expenditure by students and teachers
•Insufficient faculty specializing in both clinical research and simulation teaching
•Dependency on well-designed cases/scrips
•Requirements for certain environment and equipment
•Not applicable for a large class

the research processes to midwifery and nursing students, and also showed an increase in students’ interest in and knowledge of the topic [15]. However, these
courses were not systematic enough for the limited lesson periods, only involved a single simulated type of
research and had little student participation as simulated researchers, which is the main role in their future
career. These limitations would restrict the complete
simulation of design and implementation of clinical
research.
We have summarized the possible advantages of simulation in clinical research education in Table 3. The curricula we have developed have the following advantages:
firstly, innovatively introduce simulation into clinical
research courses. Secondly, the curricula were developed
based on the systematic modified model including expert
consultation as pre-implementation assessment. Attention should be paid to raising the standards of experts
to avoid the halo effect that may lead to bias in the collection of questionnaire results. Thirdly, the simulated
clinical research types incorporate both clinical trials and
observational research, and students can play a diversity
of participating roles. However, currently there is not yet
any post-implementation evaluation; subsequent verification and reports are needed to test the effect of the
curriculum.
This new curriculum is user friendly and has the potential for global acceptance even in underdeveloped areas
of the world. As Gaba summarized, simulation applications are diverse and can be categorized by 11 dimensions including the purpose of the simulation activity, the
technology applicable or required for simulations [10]. In
contrast to clinical simulation, the simulation of clinical
research does not focus on the treatment of diseases or
symptoms, so it doesn’t need expensive highly complex
simulation equipment or virtual reality, it mainly depends
on simple technology such as multimedia, verbal role
playing, good script design, and teacher guidance, which
are relatively accessible. We have shared the key simulation class design scenario scripts in the attachment in
order to make it easier for schools around the world to
replicate and build this new curriculum.

However, there are still challenges in implementing the
simulation curriculum, which are summarized in Table 3.
Firstly, both students and teachers need to invest a lot
of time and energy. In order to ensure the faculty’s initiative in the new curriculum, we should actively create
a good internal (a user-friendly communication platform,
moral boosters) and external (resource and financial support) environment, and provide enough training opportunities to facilitate faculty development. The challenge
of resources has been mentioned above. Regarding the
need for a round table for each group (6–8 person),
there should be no more than 10 groups in a class, which
may limit the application of the new curriculum in large
classes. Increased student numbers make it necessary to
split classes creating more teacher demand.
The development of the new curriculum was an
attempt at addressing this need at a university in Wuhan,
where the COVID-19 broke out in the early stage. One
of the teaching cases was also designed as a simulation
of clinical trial of a COVID-19 drug. It is to be acknowledged that the Wuhan background may have boosted the
interest and participation of local college students in the
curriculum. The students surveyed were all from a medical college in Wuhan so the sample size and its representativeness were limited. Attention should be paid to the
similarity of population and background when the results
of the survey are extended. Although in view of the high
global prevalence of COVID-19, college students everywhere may also pay more attention to the development
of clinical research than before. This may therefore be the
best time to promote the simulation curriculum for clinical research.

Conclusions
Decreasing physician-scientist and absent capabilitybased clinical research training during medical school
have prompted us to enhance and innovate clinical
research teaching. We have successfully developed a
simulation-based clinical curriculum using a modified
7-step model. This paper adds details of a curriculum
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development and teaching design of a simulation-based
clinical research teaching to a very small body of published reports. This is also the first report of such a curriculum being developed in China, presenting the efforts
of Chinese faculty in curriculum innovation. We believe
that the advantages of simulation teaching will improve
the effect of traditional clinical research teaching and
help the training of physician-scientists. But there still
needs to be more validation and discussion in the future
to address the remaining challenges.
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